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ABSTRACT: While state and federal laws offer protection against discrimination on the basis of sex, there are no federal laws to protect lesbian women from discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Sexual minority astronomers (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender; LGBT) can face additional challenges at school and work. Diversity and tolerance in the workplace benefits everyone.

The Issues:

LGBT Students on many campuses report experiences of harassment
- Including acts of intolerance, fear for their physical safety, or concealment of their sexual orientation/gender identity to avoid intimidation
- Undergraduate students are the most likely to have experienced harassment; both faculty and students say they have concealed to avoid discrimination
- Lack of visible LGBT mentors affects students, postdocs, and junior faculty especially
- Multiple issues for people who are members of multiple minorities

Federal Equal Employment Opportunity laws and regulations do not provide protection for LGBT people
- Cities, counties, and states may or may not have statutes to protect against discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity or gender expression
- There is wide variation in how states and insurance plans handle legal and medical issues for transgender people

U.S. Federal law does not acknowledge same-sex partners as family
- People with legal same-sex marriages from other countries or from U.S. states are not considered married by the Federal Government
- Even people whose institutions offer some domestic partner benefits are not eligible for the federal Family Medical Leave Act to care for sick partners, cannot sponsor their partner for working Visas or immigration, must pay additional taxes on healthcare benefits etc.
- State DOMA (defense of marriage act) laws have outlawed Domestic Partner benefits at some public institutions

Astronomers who change schools or institutions may experience significant differences in their legal and marital status

Some Progress:

In Industry
- Over half of the Fortune 500 companies offer domestic partner benefits, 95% include sexual orientation in their EEO policy, and ~40% include gender identity

In Federal Government
- Nondiscrimination statements and more tolerance on security clearance issues

In Academia
- In a self-reported database, over 550 colleges offer protection against discrimination, including 96 which include gender identity or expression, and >300 provide healthcare benefits to same-sex domestic partners
- Other institutions have non-discrimination clauses in admissions and housing, and offer benefits such as gym and library cards, reduced tuition for partners, inclusive family leave policies, and partner health insurance
- Successful strategies include researching options, collecting data and from other similar institutions, and advocating for a ‘plus one’ policy which can include an elderly parent, unemployed sibling, or domestic partner
- More LGBT scientists are out and writing about their issues in science journals (Eg., transgender Stanford neurobiologist Barres’ paper on Gender and Science and his earlier experiences as Barbara compared to how he is treated now as Ben.)

What YOU can do:

- Add inclusive statements to recruitment ads and department websites. Think about whether your Dept is a safe space for LGBT people.
- When recruiting, be prepared to answer questions about workplace climate, partner benefits, etc. (Or at least know who to send people to for answers).
- If you lose existing staff or prospective students or employees over LGBT issues, (especially if they take grant money with them!), notify your top administrators
- Educate yourself about the effects of state and federal DOMA laws.
- If this topic makes you uncomfortable, ask yourself why. It wasn’t all that long ago when it was OK for a scientist to say he was personally uncomfortable working with women, or that allowing women at Observatories would be ‘too complicated’. Advancing diversity in the workplace should be about everyone.
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Astronomy Resources:
- Outlist Webpage: http://www.physics.ucsb.edu/~blaes/gbtastro/
- Yahoo group: GLBTQastro@yahooroups.com
- AAS meeting dinners: usually Monday night, check the bulletin boards
- NASA GSFC (internal access only) http://gbtastic.gsfc.nasa/index.cfm?topic=home